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Electronic publishing and open access:  
Developing country perspectives
6
Since 2007, ten of IASc journals are co-published with Springer [Springer Nature, since 
2015].
https://www.ias.ac.in/Journals/Overview/










Journals of Indian Research Councils are OA 
12
Council of Industrial and Scientific Research
Mandated OA in 2008
13
The Department of 
Biotechnology  and 
Department of Science and 
Technology believe that 
maximizing the distribution of 
these publications by providing 
free online access by depositing 
them in an institutional 
repository is the most effective 
way of ensuring that the 
research it funds can be 






Asked directly whether some of the text-
mining depot’s articles come from Sci-Hub, he 
said he wouldn’t comment, and named only 
sources that provide free-to-download 
versions of papers (such as PubMed Central 
and the ‘Unpaywall’ tool). But he does say that 
he does not have contracts with publishers to 







India and Plan S
18
……So Plan S will effectively expect society publishers to ‘flip’ their 
publishing model towards gold OA starting 2020. And society publishers 
might not be ready to do so by then, especially since Plan S also doesn’t offer 
any helpful suggestions on this front…..
19
There is plenty that can be done in the interim to realise the vision of OA, as we continue 
to ponder and debate the feasibility of Plan S in the global scheme of scientific publishing as 
well as India. For starters, it would be ideal to conduct a nationwide consultation with the 
research community in India. Strengthening the infrastructure underlying institutional 
repositories – in terms of developing more powerful search tools for IRs, linking IRs, 
making deposited articles more discoverable over the Web are steps that do not require 
relatively large funds (vis-à-vis APCs), yet stand to contribute to improving visibility of our 
research. The government must also look out for authors’ interests by actively negotiating 
stricter terms with publishers, so that authors aren’t coerced into signing away their 
copyright (or by fait accompli).
20
• All scientific literature arising from public-
funded research should be available in public 
domain. 
• Use of the diverse free and immediate OA 
preprint archives may be considered. 
• National repositories …synergized, 
strengthened, and harmonized into a single 
national institutional system dealing with 
National archival system with proper.  
Financial and administrative support
• OA Journals published by established 
academies and societies in India, should be 
further supported ..through sustained and 
appropriate resource augmentation to make 
them internationally competitive
Indian National Science Academy, New Delhi
Indian Academy of Sciences, Bengaluru
National Academy of Sciences India, Allahabad
Research grants from all public sources will 
carry an explicit provision for Publication 
charges with the PIs having the choice of final
destination for the publication of their work. 





Hypothesising (generously) that 75% of the ~170,000 papers Indian scientists 
published in 2018 were done so in a journal that charged $1,100 per paper and 25% 
were published without incurring an APC or other publishing charges, the sum is 
around Rs 985 crore. (140 million USD)










No. of OA 
papers %
BRAZIL 122 26009 22791 87.62736
CROATIA 38 4402 3641 82.7124
HONG KONG 10 2962 2400 81.02633
GREECE 17 16847 12881 76.45872
CHILE 36 3707 2675 72.16078
SERBIA 22 6213 4445 71.54354
SWITZERLAND 274 190441 133966 70.34515
TURKEY 57 9743 6232 63.96387
MEXICO 40 3879 2459 63.39263
POLAND 142 21742 12731 58.55487
BULGARIA 14 3048 1781 58.43176
SOUTH AFRICA 52 4947 2857 57.75217
LITHUANIA 23 2531 1445 57.09206
CZECH REPUBLIC 50 5239 2985 56.97652
SAUDI ARABIA 14 5680 3118 54.89437
ARGENTINA 18 2442 1154 47.25635
SPAIN 121 13457 6224 46.25102
SLOVAKIA 21 2918 1320 45.23646
JAPAN 247 50198 21934 43.69497
NEW ZEALAND 51 15642 6827 43.64531
TAIWAN 37 8375 3578 42.72239
SWEDEN 24 3375 1425 42.22222
INDIA 102 24252 10140 41.81098
Web of Science journals (SSCI, and SSCI)
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% All Open 
Access 
Documents











CHINA MAINLAND 702060 26.19434236
UNITED KINGDOM 244942 55.15183186






















In fact, it could be argued that the main outcome of the RCUK policy transition 
period is that it has given large publishers time and space to adapt their practices. 
Manipulation of embargo periods, confusing information, and a graduated charging 
system for different licenses all work towards ensuring a second income stream. 
Far from moving to an open access future we seem to be trapped in a 




Embargo: The real battle ground
Journal publishers also know that it is the first year of sales that sustains their subscriptions. 
(The talk about later sales is just hyperbole.)
Publishers have accordingly been fighting tooth and nail against Green OA mandates, by 
lobbying against Green OA Mandates, by embargoing Green OA, and by offering and 
promoting hybrid Gold OA.
Embargo….insurance against losing control of their content, more and more publishers are 
releasing online access themselves, on their own proprietary websites, a year after 
publication: Delayed Gold----- Stevan Harnad (http://openaccess.eprints.org/index.php?/archives/1084-.html)
28https://www.insa.nic.in/writereaddata/UpLoadedFiles/PINSA/Vol80_2014_5_Art04.pdf http://eprints.iisc.ac.in/16019/1/scientific.pdf
Heads I Win, Tails You Lose
29
Interoperable Institutional Repositories
These are not just burial grounds
31
The policy requires universities to ensure that 
all publications based on publicly-funded 
research are deposited in the National 
Academic Digital Repository of Ethiopia 
(NADRE) as well as in an institutional 
repository, if the university has one. NADRE is 
supported by MOSHE, and also harvests and 
aggregates deposits from institutional 
repositories.




Open Access through frugal systems
